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SPH3U: Unit 2- Forces 

Newton’s Third Law (Action/Reaction) 
 
We know that object's move as a result of EXTERNAL forces acting 
on them. Sometimes this seems to go against our common sense. 
For example when we walk we apply a force backwards on the 
ground. This does NOT make us move forward. It is in fact the 
response or reaction of the ground to our backwards push that 
moves us forward. Our push is referred to as the ACTION force, 
the response of the ground is referred to as the REACTION force. 
Newton suggested that all forces come in ACTION-REACTION 
pairs. Consider the picture of the two skaters at the right. As the 
skater on the left applies a force on the skater on the right we 
know from experience that both skaters move. The skater on the 
right moves as a result of the skater on the left pushing her while the skater on the left moves as a result of 
the skater on the right pushing on him. Newton summarized this in the following statement known as 
Newton's third law; 

" For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction" 
 
For the skaters if the skater on the left applies an action force of 20 N[E] on the skater on the right then the 
skater on the right applies back an equal but opposite force of 20 N[W]. 
 
The normal force is an example of a reaction force. As an object is pushed down on a 
surface the surface responds and pushes back up (your feet push on the ground and 
the ground pushes back up in response). Space rockets and jet engines use Newton's 
third law to move. Consider the space shuttle. To move forwards the shuttle’s 
engines apply a force backwards on fuel molecules as they are pushed out of the 
engines. These fuel molecules then apply an equal and opposite force on the engines 
causing them to move forwards. Note: many people incorrectly assume that the fuel 
pushes off the ground or the atmosphere, if this was true the shuttle would be unable to 
move in space! 
 
Sample Problems 
 

A tow truck is pulling a 1.50 × 103 𝑘𝑔 car. The tow truck and car accelerate at a rate 0.50
𝑚

𝑠2  [𝑁]. A 

frictional force of 2940 𝑁 [𝑆] acts on the car. What force does the tow truck apply on the car (sometimes 
called the action)? What force does the car apply on the truck? (Sometimes called the reaction). What other 
action reaction forces are involved in this situation? 
 
 
 
 
A child pushes on two blocks as shown below with a force of 58 N [E]. If the surface is frictionless, what is 
the acceleration of the blocks? What are the action reaction forces between the blocks? 
 

18 kg 
11 kg 










